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The Germanwings crash, it´s true cause & Israeli drone technology ““ a context
A mental ill abused as scapegoat?

Munich, 25.07.2018, 20:09 Time

Wisuschil - Media & Law - A justice activist suspects that the true cause of the accident for the Germanwings aircraft accident is
hushed up: Namely, not to jeopardize far-reaching armament technology projects in Germany, France and Israel. A businessman from
Ramat HaSharon in Israel died during this crash. And on the very day after the incident, news was spread in Israel in the Israel Hayom
newspaper: That the cause of the accident was the human error of a supposedly mentally ill co-pilot. However, at that time the black
box of the accident aircraft had not been found in France yet. A technical failure as the cause of the accident could have adversely
affected the image of the aircraft manufacturer in question, because then an Israeli would have been killed by German technology: And
that in close proximity to the Holocaust Remembrance Day in Israel. In this respect, a legend of a mentally ill as a cause of accident
would be a suitable option for Crisis-PR: Especially because even mentally ill people were systematically and cruelly murdered by Nazi
henchmen as a "life unworthy of life" to hundreds of thousands. In this respect, such an alternative would be able to appease the wrath
of the Israelis.

For years, the manufacturer of this aircraft avatar has been negotiating with an Israeli manufacturer of military drones for the joint
construction of such armament technologies. On the basis of a leasing of Israeli military drones through Germany, the foundation stone
should be laid. In order to then a European military drone should become built starting from 2020 based on the Israeli drone
technology: Namely as part of a German-Franco-Italian joint venture - involving the Israeli defense industry. Also, the said aircraft
manufacturer is mainly a German-French joint venture. And the relevant aviation accident has been and still is investigated just and
only by French and German authorities alone: Both are biased for the reasons mentioned above. In view of the immense suffering that
the mentally ill had to suffer because of the Nazi atrocities: One can only hope - that someone with the necessary power will force
through justice in these case. So that these Holocaust victims group´s members of today are not to be misused as scapegoats here
any longer.
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